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ABSTRACT: The present study is focused on verifying  the nonlinear static analysis 
(Pushover) procedures proposed by two major guidance documents, the New Zealand 
guideline and the US ASCE 41-06, for the assessment of existing buildings. The main 
purpose of the study is to trace the differences in the results produced by these two 
guidelines. For this porpuse, four different moment resisting reinforced concrete frames 
are assessed using these two guidelines to determine the PGA value that causes their 
collapse. Then, these results are compared with the corresponding values determined by 
nonlinear dynamic analysis.  

1 INTRODUCTION 

The disastrous effects observed in recent seismic events, in terms of loss of lives as well as immediate 
and long-term economic damage has prompted the need to produce documents for assessing and 
improving the structural performance of existing buildings in the event of an earthquake.  

One of the earliest guidelines which has been published for the evaluation and retrofit of concrete 
buildings is ATC-40 [1]. After it, FEMA 273 [2] and FEMA 356 [3] have been published respectively 
as a guideline and pre-standard for the seismic rehabilitation of buildings. In 2006, FEMA 356 has 
been replaced by the ASCE 41 [4] as a standard for seismic rehabilitation of buildings .  

The first step of the assessment process in ASCE 41-06 is definition of “Rehabilitation Objectives”; 
where each goal shall consist of a “Target Building Performance Level” and an “Earthquake Hazard 
Level”. Building performance is a combination of the performance of both structural and non-
structural components. Three performance levels are considered for structural components, such as: 
Immediate Occupancy (IO), Life Safety (LS) and Collapse Prevention (CP). The non-structural 
performance level of a building shall be selected from five discrete performance level consisting of 
Operational (N-A), Immediate Occupancy (N-B), Life Safety (N-C), Hazard Reduced (N-D), and Not 
Considered (N-E) [4]. The seismic hazard can be represented either by an acceleration response 
spectrum or by acceleration time history. 

Four different analysis procedures are allowed for the evaluation of the response of the buildings: the 
linear static (LSP), the linear dynamic (LDP), the non-linear static (NSP) and the non-linear dynamic 
(NDP). The two linear procedures are permitted only for buildings with “regular” structural 
configuration. As the non-linear dynamic procedure is the most complex, using non-linear static 
analysis is more common for its simplicity and ability to estimate components and system deformation 
demands with an acceptable accuracy. 

In nonlinear static procedure, the demand of the buildings is calculated by means of a pushover 
analysis. For this, the target displacement, which is intended to represent the maximum displacement 
likely to be experienced during the designed earthquake, shall be determined at first. According to this 
standard, the control node shall be located at the center of the roof of a building and its target 
displacement can be calculated by the Coefficient Method as below: 
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= 4                            (1) 

Where: C0 is a modification factor to relate spectral displacement of an equivalent single degree of 
freedom (SDOF) system to the roof displacement of the building; C1 is a modification factor to relate 
expected maximum displacements to displacements calculated for linear elastic response; C2 is a 
modification factor to represent the effect of pinched hysteresis shape, cyclic stiffness degradation, 
and strength deterioration on maximum displacement response; Sa is the response spectrum 
acceleration at the effective fundamental period and damping ratio; and Te is the effective fundamental 
period of the building. 

Acceptance criteria for nonlinear procedures are presented by the plastic rotation angle for the 
concrete components. One of the conditions which can affect the acceptance criteria of components is 
the conditions of transverse reinforcement. A component is conforming if, within the flexural plastic 
hinge region, hoops are spaced at a distance equals or less than a third of the cross section effective 
depth (s ≤ d/3), and if, for component of moderate and high ductility demand, the strength provided by 
the hoops is at least three-fourths of the design shear. Otherwise, the component is considered 
nonconforming.  

In 1996, a draft was published for the assessment and improvement of the structural performance of 
earthquake risk building in New Zealand titled NZSEE 1996 [5]. This draft has been reviewed twice 
till now and is now available as NZSEE 2002 [6] and NZSEE 2006 [7]. The New Zealand documents 
concentrate only on matters relating to life safety, i.e. collapse which leads to loss of life . 

Three possible approaches for performing the assessment are indicated in the document: time history 
analysis, force analysis and displacement analysis. The first one is the most accurate but the most 
complex as well, so the others are considered as the main approaches for assessments.  

In the document it is stated that “the displacement based approach is generally considered to produce 
more rational and less conservative assessment outcome, the force based one is more familiar to 
designers” [7].   

Five analysis methods are proposed for the evaluation of the structural response: equivalent static 
analysis, modal response spectrum analysis, simple lateral mechanism analysis, lateral pushover 
analysis and inelastic time history analysis. In this study, the proposed lateral pushover analysis is 
compared with the similar procedure of ASCE 41-06. 

The demands of the buildings are dependent upon the analysis method applied. In the force based 
approach, the acceleration response spectra are used to model the earthquake action and the demand is 
stated by the structural ductility factor which can be found as below: = ( ) (% )                          (2) 

Where: C(T1) is the ordinate of the elastic site hazard spectrum for T1 and for the site; Wt is total 
seismic weight of the structure; SP is structural performance factor; and (%NBS)t is target percentage 
of new building standard which is considered equal to one in this study. 

In the displacement based approach, the displacement response spectra are used to model the 
earthquake action and the demand is stated by the displacement at the effective height of building 
which is found from the spectra using the effective period and the equivalent viscous damping. 

The ultimate curvature is considered as the acceptance criteria of concrete components. To calculate 
the ultimate curvature, having the ultimate concrete strain is inevitable. It is stated in the document 
that for unconfined concrete the ultimate concrete strain, cu =0.004 and for the confined concrete, 
Mander’s model can be assumed as below [8]:    = 0.004 + 1.4                         (3) 

Where:cu is ultimate concrete strain; fyh is the yield strength of the transverse reinforcement;su is the 
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steel strain at maximum stress; fcc is the compressive strength of the confined concrete; and s is the 
volumetric ratio of transverse reinforcement and can be approximated by: = 1.5 /                                       (4) 

where: Av is total area of transverse reinforcement in a layer; s is spacing of layers of transverse 
reinforcement; and bc is the width of concrete core. 

The document presents conditions corresponding to confined and unconfined sections. One of these 
conditions, which is dealt with in this study, is spacing of hoops. According to NZSEE guideline, 
when the spacing of hoops or stirrups sets in potential plastic hinge greater than or equal to one half of 
the section effective depth (s ≤ d/2) or sixteen times the diameter of longitudinal reinforcement (s ≤ 
16db) the section shall be assumed as “unconfined”. 

Lupoi et al. [9] presented a comparison of the practical applicability, the relative ease of use and the 
degree of agreement on the results of the methods proposed by FEMA 356, NZSEE 2002 and 
Japanese Standards. In this study, the PGA value that causes the collapse of three structures is 
determined based on the above mentioned documents and in comparison with each other. As it is 
noted in the paper, from the small number of cases examined, all studied structures have three stories, 
thus it is not possible to systematically trace the differences in the results produced by the different 
approaches. 

In this study, 3, 5, 8 and 12 story moment resisting concrete frames are assessed with the nonlinear 
static analysis procedures proposed by the NZSEE 2006 and ASCE 41-06 to determine the PGA 
values that cause the collapse. Then the frames are analyzed under the action of seven earthquakes 
with the use of nonlinear dynamic analysis to determine the average similar PGA value. To find, the 
performance of frames in the latest analysis, Park and Ang Damage Index has been used as is 
explained in the following paragraphs.  

2 COMPARATIVE STUDY 

This section presents the choices and assumptions made by using the above mentioned documents in 
order to compare results. 

2.1 THE STUDIED FRAMES 

Three moment resisting concrete frames which are shown in Fig.1 to Fig. 4 are considered in this 
study. As it is shown, the frames have five bays with the width of 5m and 3, 5 and 8 stories with a 
height of 3m. The gravity load containing both dead and live load is assumed to equal 25.85 kN/m for 
all the levels except the roof level which its load is assumed to equal 25 kN/m.  

To study the effect of conforming on the results, three cases are considered based on the space of 
transverse reinforcement:  

1. The space of stirrup is considered less than d/3 in all the sections. (s < d/3) 

2. The space of stirrup is considered between d/3 and d/2 in all the sections. (d/3 < s < d/2) 

3. The space of stirrup is considered greater than d/2 in all the sections. (s > d/2) 
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Fig. 1. Three-story five-bay frame (Units in mm) 

 
Fig. 2. Five-story five-bay frame (Units in mm) 

 

 
Fig. 3. Eight-story five-bay frame (Units in mm) 
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Fig. 4 Beam and column sections (Units in mm) 

 

2.2 TERM OF COMPARISON 

The comparison between the selected procedures is made in terms of the PGA value that causes the 
collapse of the structures. The PGA has been arbitrarily related to the Type 1 spectrum of EC8 for a 
site of soil category C; it is believed that the results of the comparisons would not change to any 
significant extent if a different reference spectrum were selected. The fundamental parameters of the 
spectrum are the corner periods TB, TC and TD, which are respectively equal to 0.2, 0.6 and 2.0 
seconds, and the ratio between the spectral acceleration at the plateau and the peak ground 
acceleration, which is equal to 2.875 assuming a site coefficient S equal to 1.15. In Fig. 5 the elastic 
spectrum for PGA = 1 g,  = 5% is shown. 

 

 
Fig. 5. EC8 acceleration spectrum Type 1, soil C 
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2.3 NONLINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

To estimate the response of the frames against earthquake, nonlinear dynamic analysis is done using 
seven acceleration time histories as described in Table 1.   

Table 1. Selected records for the nonlinear dynamic analysis 

No. Earthquake PGA (g) PGV (cm/s) PGD (cm) 
PEER Record 
ID* 

1 Imperial Valley 0.366 20.8 2.83 P0203 

2 Duzce 0.822 62.1 13.55 P1547 

3 Northridge 0.364 17.6 2.87 P1025 

4 Kocaeli 0.312 58.8 44.11 P1096 

5 Coalinga 0.353 16.1 2.53 P0369 

6 Morgan Hill 0.194 11.2 2.41 P0451 

7 Loma Prieta 0.192 12.7 5.5 P0763 

* All the records are selected from PEER Strong Motion database [10] 

 

Park and Ang damage index (DI) is used as acceptance criteria for components as below [11]: DamageIndex = δδ + βF . δ  dE                 (5) 

Where: max is the peak deformation; u is the ultimate deformation capacity under monotonic loading; 
Fu is the calculated yield strength; is the calibration parameter for cyclic damage and is considered to 
equal 0.2 in this study; and E is the dissipated energy. Maximum rotation and yield moment under 
monotonic loading are selected as ultimate deformation and yield strength, respectively. DI is 
considered equal to one for the severe damage regards to CP levels based on the classification 
suggested by Park et al. [12]  

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In the first case, the components of frames are satisfied conforming conditions presented by ASCE 41-
06 and NZSEE2006. The pseudo absolute accelerations corresponding to DI=1 in critical section are 
reported in Table 2.    

Table 2. The pseudo absolute accelerations corresponding to DI=1 in units of g 

                  No. of 3 5 8 

Earthquake

Imperial Valley 1.41 0.73 0.47

Duzce 1.08 0.66 0.49

Northridge 0.90 0.53 0.36

Kocaeli 1.16 0.53 0.44

Coalinga 0.78 0.27 0.16

Morgan Hill 0.72 0.44 0.52

Loma Prieta 1.59 0.67 0.72

Average 1.09 0.55 0.45
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The PGA values that cause the collapse of the frames are reported in Table 3 and shown in Fig. 6 for 
all the approaches. As is shown, the result of nonlinear dynamic analysis is more compatible with the 
New Zealand force approach.  

Table 3. The PGA values that cause the collapse 

No. 
Story 

 Collapse Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) in Units of G 

New Zealand Guideline 

ASCE 41 
Nonlinear 
Dynamic 
Analysis 

Force 
Approach 

Displacement 
Approach 

3 0.36 0.33 0.51 0.58 

5 0.52 0.58 0.7 0.45 

8 0.46 0.83 0.72 0.5 

 

 
Fig. 6 The PGA values cause the collapse from different approaches (S < d/3) 

 

The PGA values that cause the collapse in the frames of case 2 (d/3 < S < d/2) and case 3 (S > d/2) are 
illustrated in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.  

 

 
Fig. 7 The PGA values cause the collapse from different approaches (d/3<S < d/2) 
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Fig. 8  The PGA values cause the collapse from different approaches (S> d/2) 

 

From the above, it can be concluded that the New Zealand force approach has the most compatibility 
with the nonlinear dynamic analysis in all cases. The New Zealand displacement approach gives good 
results for low rise frames but for middle rise frames, its results are not conservative. ASCE 41-06 
gives good estimation of the response of frames of case 2.  
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